
Lesson 1
Intros
My Background CKG Evaluator, Threapy Dogs Inc, Buddy Dog Volunteer, raised and 
trained and rehabilitated many dogs, apprenticed with top named dog trainers in the 
area

PACK MENTALITY

Dogs are pack animals, predators, omnivores and den animals. 
The senses 1. Nose 2. Touch 3. Eyes 4. Ears
Balanced personality
Excercise (hunt), eat/gorge, sleep/rest

Alpha the benevolent Dictator! Calm Balanced assertive. Trust & Respect consistency, 
persistence, patience. Calm unless provoked Body Language. Touch, Bump, Claim. 
Vocalazations. Staring give deference 
The constant struggle for pack rank Testing testing, testing, Commands must be 
enforced or they will be ignored!
Weak pack member ostracized or eliminated
Fight, Flight, Avoid, Submission

The necessity of respect and obedience (training): Communication, Socialization, and 
Responsibility. Training is 24hrs a day!

Alpha Dog Dominance Quiz - (obedience impossible without respect)

Excercise Feeding schedule
Training Treats
Equipment
Leash long line, 6 ‘ training leash, jerk lead
Collar training collar/flat collar

The 4 motivators in dog training:
1. Food Rewards 
2. Corrections -based on age and temperament, personality to prevent recurrence of 

behavior but NOT aggression or fear.
3. Prey Drive
4. Handler Praise
What is Obedience (mutual respect)
Temperament - What is the best motivation for your dog?
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Respect Training
1. No/wrong it’s a command! Danger! no emotion ignore
2. Come/waitavoidancegamesLong lines distractions/proofing games round robin recall
3. Goalie Blocking Touching in your face!( fight/flight/avoidance/submission)
4. Settle Downnot a command a relaxation excercise go to your bed/Place

Treat training Marker training positive reinforcement Using the correct tones only use 
the command word ONCE

The Important difference between LURING and REWARDING!

Touch/here/come demo

YES! (Clicker) then treat within one second of performing correct behavior (Mark the 
Behavior) or correct/ignore the wrong behavior

Praise to encourage correct behavior YES to mark exact compliance!

Do not connect a verbal command until behavior is correct for 10 trials.

Build the verbal/hand signal command
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